TECHNICAL SHEET - SMALL

FEATURES

- Keder rails for sliding panels
- Withstands winds up to 140 km/h (87 Mph)
- Mutually compatible models, versatile, standard parts
- Our bolt-on system allows for easy rigging of accessories using a simple 1/2” bolt.
- Attachments available everywhere on the structure
- Wheel-mounted side walls glide on Keder rails

The Small structure tent is a three-seasons model. It’s lightweight and affordable price allows you to install and take down with ease.

Materials

Fabric:
25 oz Vinyl coated
Fire Retardant NFPA 701 and CAN/ULC-S109
Blocks UV light (Blackout)
Mold-proof vinyl

Structure:
Aluminium 6005-T5
44W White zinc plated steel and CHT100
1/4” Steel bracing cable – 7 strands covered with vinyl
TECHNICAL SHEET - MEDIUM

FEATURES
- Keder rails for sliding panels
- Withstands winds up to 140 km/h (87 Mph)
- Mutually compatible models, versatile, standard parts
- Our bolt-on system allows for easy rigging of accessories using a simple 1/2" bolt.
- Attachments available everywhere on the structure
- Wheel-mounted side walls glide on Keder rails
- Optional double-walled roof for better insulation, anti-condensation, excellent for winter tents
- Interchangeable legs and rafters
- Strong enough to bear the weight of snow

The Medium structure tent is specially designed and adapted for winter weather conditions. A double-walled roof is available to limit condensation caused by heating systems. This option of roof is highly recommended in cold weather conditions.

Materials

Fabric:
25 oz Vinyl coated
Fire Retardant NFPA 701 and CAN/ULC-S109
Blocks UV light (Blackout)
Mold-proof vinyl

Structure:
Aluminium 6005-T5
44W White zinc plated steel and CHT100
1/2 " Steel bracing cable – 7 strands covered with vinyl
**TECHNICAL SHEET - XL**

### FEATURES
- Keder rails for sliding panels
- Withstands winds up to 140 km/h (87 Mph)
- Mutually compatible models, Versatile, standard parts
- Our bolt-on system allows for easy rigging of accessories using a simple 1/2" bolt.
- Attachments available everywhere on the structure
- Wheel-mounted slide walls glide on Keder rails
- Optional double-walled roof for better insulation, anti-condensation, excellent for winter tents
- Interchangeable legs and rafter
- Strong enough to bear the weight of snow

---

### MATERIALS
**Fabric:**
- 25 oz Vinyl coated
- Fire Retardant NFPA 701 and CAN/ULC-S109
- Blocks UV light (Blackout)
- Mold-proof vinyl

**Structure:**
- Aluminium 6005-T5
- 44W White zinc plated steel and CHT100
- 1/2 " Steel bracing cable – 7 strands covered with vinyl

The XL structure tent is the most robust model in its category. This all-seasons structure tent is designed to withstand heavy snow loads and high-speed wind. Up to 140 ft. Wide, it’s the ideal choice for a permanent structure.